Joseph Hollman Travels to Taiwan
28 June 2013

Joseph Hollmann, an ECE Ph.D. candidate in Chuck DiMarzio’s Optical Science Lab at Northeastern, is about to depart for two months of research in Taiwan. His research will be funded by the highly competitive National Science Foundation (NSF) East Asia and Pacific Summer Institutes (EAPSI) Fellowship. Proposals written by the students for this program are required to demonstrate that cutting edge research will be accomplished during the program’s tenure. Joseph is one of 25 Fellows whom will travel to Taiwan under this program. He will be working under the tutelage of Professor Snow Tseng at National Taiwan University, and will study light propagation in biological tissue. Joseph will also participate in several programs that will allow him to explore Taiwan’s culture and heritage.

Originally from Brownsville, Texas, Joseph received his BS in Electrical and Computer Engineering from Northeastern in 2003, then returned to Texas for his MS in Biomedical Engineering at Texas A&M, after which he worked in industry until his return to Northeastern two years ago.